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Solution upon the AIs in 46 meeting. 
Wu Xuyong Huawei 

David Grandblaise，Motorola 
Kenneth Stanwood，Nextwav 

Overview 
According to IEEE C802.16-06/123: Action Items from Session #46 (Mariana Goldhamer; 2006-11-17) 

I list some comment to be solved in the action items, some did have resolved and have consensus during the 
discussion. This contribution will propose some remedy to cover the comment which have got some consensus, 
the rest comment is to be solved later on in other contribution. 

AI commen
t Situation By Concern 

up-date the figure 211 confirmed Xuyong figure h11 is confirmed by marianaMariana 

 Ad-Hoc rationalize 
and improve the 
existing flowcharts 

214 wait for 
resolution Xuyong 

Provide the flow charts and text for: 
CX operating flow for BS 
CX initializing flow for SS 
CX operating flow for SS 

  221 confirmed David no relation with CSI or CMI 

  222 confirmed David "Perform UCP" should be enough, (Paul have 
some other concern on the whole flowchart.) 

  223 confirmed Ken Change "interference free slot" to "CSI or CMI" 
as Ken's suggestion. 

  227 wait for 
confirmation David Should have been covered by 114r2 

  230 wait for 
resolution Ken “temporary community entry” status and "the 

final status" should be clarified 

  231 confirmed David 

change "synchronous channel switching maybe 
executed" to: "channel distribution may be 
reallocated"(actually no synchronous channel 
switching needed, this expression is out of date 
somehow) 

  232 confirmed Ken same as 231, (we should still work on the text 
more next time around.) 

  235 wait for 
resolution Ken related to 214 and Shulan's adhoc 

  240 wait for 
resolution Ken related to 214 and Shulan's adhoc 

  241 wait for 
resolution Ken related to 214 and Shulan's adhoc 

  247 wait for 
clarification Ken should be within AI17 "Detailed description and 

consolidated text of the CXCC and CMI" 

  544 waiting for 
clarification Xuyong   
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 fix the issue of 
active/passive 
scanning 

220 confirmed David 

Scan here is just an action taken on the each 
channel one by one. The basic distinction 
between passive scan and active scan is the 
specific action in scanning. Passive scan means 
measure or listen to the potential channel one by 
one, without any transmition. While Active scan 
leads to signal transmition on each potential 
channel, and wait for the feedback. 

define ALL of  CSI 
parameters 253 confirmed David Should have been covered by 112r3 

  258 confirmed Ken "ICSI cycle counted in CSI intervals" according 
to Ken's comment's suggestion. 

  259 confirmed Ken "Number of ICSI cycles between OCSI 
recurrence of the same system"  

  261 confirmed David 
113r1 had explained some of the difference 
between the number of subframes and the 
number of systems in a neighborhood. 

  263 confirmed Ken 

add one sentence after the first in 15.1.4.1.1, 
"The timing of each system within the 
neighborhood shall be synchronized, by using an 
unique time reference in the same region such as 
GPS or the equivalence, or by using 
synchronization mechanism in adhoc manner 
such as CXCC."  

AI Shawn: provide the 
figures with both UL 
and DL 

270 confirmed Ken see in the temporary visio file 

Fix the ACS process  - 
(Mariana, Shawn, John, 
Liwen) throught the 
document - target: only 
4 flowcharts 

196 wait for 
resolution Ken   

  223 confirmed Ken change "interference free slot" to "CSI or CMI" 
as Ken's suggestion. 

  544 waiting for 
clarification Xuyong   

revise 6.4 and fix the 
table h3 99 

wait for 
resolution Avi discussed in Paul's ad-hoc and email thread 

  101 wait for 
resolution David discussed in Paul's ad-hoc and email thread 

  206 wait for 
resolution David discussed in Paul's ad-hoc and email thread 

  207 wait for 
resolution David discussed in Paul's ad-hoc and email thread 

  208 wait for 
resolution Richard discussed in Paul's ad-hoc and email thread 
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  255 wait for 
resolution David discussed in Paul's ad-hoc and email thread 

 
 

Reference: 
[1] IEEE 802.16-06/068r2: comment database of IEEE 802.16 LB24 (2006-11-17) 

[2] IEEE P802.16h/D1: Working Document for P802.16h (2006-08-01) 

[3] 80216h-06_059：IEEE 802.16 Working Group Working Group Letter Ballot #24 (2006-10-11) 

[4] IEEE 802.16-2004: IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks Part 16: Air Interface for 
Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems (2004-10-01) 

[5] IEEE 802.16e-2005: IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks Part 16: Air Interface 
for Fixed and Mobile Broadband Wireless Access Systems Amendment 2: Physical and Medium Access 
Control Layers for Combined Fixed and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands and Corrigendum 1 
(2006-02-28) 

[6]  IEEE C802.16-06/123: Action Items from Session #46 (Mariana Goldhamer; 2006-11-17) 

 

 

Proposed Changes accordingly: (comment with consensus only) 
Comment 211 resolutions: 

Change figure h11 as indicate: 
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15.4 Interference Prevention & Resolution

Channel 
Distribution

Sub Frame 
Distribution

Sub Frame 
Sharing

Sub Frame 
Creation

15.5 messages 
used in 

mechanism above

15.9 coexistence with 
non-WirelessMAN-CX 

systems

15.7 Other 
Recommended  

Practice

15.2 Provision for WirelessMAN-CX procedure

SCAN SYNC DFS

15.3 Interference Identification 

Signaling Messaging Database

15.6 Relevant 
regulatory 
domains

15.8 Network - based 
identification of 
specific spectrum 
services or applications

 
 

Comment223: 

Change 15.1.3.1 page 45 line 19 as indicate: 

A new BS uses the interference free slot CSI or CMI to broadcast the message containing the contact request 
and/or the cognitive radio signal transmitting the IP address 

 

Comment231: 

Change 15.1.3.1 page 46 line 15 as indicate: 

If the LE WirelessMAN-CX BS finds that there is no "free" channel at that moment, synchronous channel 
switching maybe executed working channels distribution may be reallocated, or the coexistence neighbor 
topology provides the guidelines of with whom it should negotiate to share the channel. 

 

Comment220: 

Change 15.1.3.1 page 43 line 62 as indicate: 

Figure h12    shows the initialization procedures for the WirelessMAN-CX BSs. Note, that the procedures that the BS used to create a 
Master slot or channel switching are also applicable for the operating stage. The detailed negotiation and update procedures are 
described in section 15.5.2 and 15.4.1.2. Scan here is just an action taken on the each channel one by one sequentially. The basic 
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distinction between passive scan and active scan is in the specific action inof scanning. Passive scan means measurement or listen 
tomonitoring of the potential channels one by one, without any transmition transmission. While Active scan leads to signal 
transmition transmission on each potential channel, and waiting for the feedback responses. 
 

Comment258/259: 

Change 15.1.4.1.1 page 48 line 33 as indicate: 

And parameter deal with the ICSI and OCSI cycle (see 15.3.1.1.1): 

NICSI_Cycle: ICSI cycle counted in CSI cycles intervals 

NOCSI_Cycle: OCSI cycle counted in ICSI cycles Number of ICSI cycles between OCSI recurrences of the same system 
 

Comment 263: 

Add one sentence after the first in 15.1.4.1.1,  

The timing of each system within the neighborhood shall be synchronized, by using an a unique time reference 
in the same region such as GPS (or the equivalence equivalent), or by using synchronization mechanism in 
adhoc manner such as CXCC. 

 

Comment 270: 

Replace figure h19 as indicate: 

 


